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Meetings:
Gaylord Springs Golf Links offers meeting space and 

catering activities second to none.  The upper level of the 

Clubhouse offers three rooms that can accommodate up 

to 150 guests each or the whole facility can be combined 

for functions for up to 300 guests.  Lower level meeting 

rooms provide a smaller setting for meetings and private 

meals.  Our professional, on-site, catering staff can help 

you plan a special themed event, parties or the board of 

directors meeting. 

Contacts:
James Paschal

Head Golf Professional, General Manager

Harry Taylor

Head Golf Professional, Director of Golf Operations

Brian Lackey

Lead Golf Instructor

Sean Wells

Golf Sales Manager
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Club Type:
In a magnificent collaboration of nature and design, 

Gaylord Springs Golf Links captures the tradition and spirit 

of the game.  As you follow the winding road that leads 

to the Club, you’ll immediately be taken in by the grand 

splendor of the Clubhouse.  As the centerpiece for the 

Club’s activities, this 43,000 square foot, antebellum-style 

Clubhouse offers guests shopping, dining, meeting rooms 

and banquet rooms, all with beautiful views of the golf 

course.

Designed By:
Larry Nelson, a PGA and U.S. Open Champion

Course Details:
Named one of the Tennessee’s Top Public Courses by 

GolfWeek Magazine, Gaylord Springs offers all the benefits 

of a resort with the availability and reasonable rates of a 

public course.  A recent host course of the Tennessee State 

Open, Gaylord Springs boasts Mini Verde Bermuda grass 

greens, giving golfers the purest putting surface around.

Yardages/Ratings:
Men: 
Black    7842  73.1/133
Gold 6516  71.6/128 
Blue 6165  69.8/124
White 5759 68.3/118

Perfect Setting:
With its panoramic view of beautiful fairways, the Gaylord 

Springs Golf Links creates a scenic backdrop for a picture 

perfect wedding. Our antebellum-style clubhouse can 

accommodate events from 10 people to 300, making 

it the ideal location for rehearsal dinners, wedding 

receptions, parties, showers and even the wedding 

ceremony itself. Whether your event is indoors or in our 

picturesque outdoor pavilion, your guests will marvel at 

the breathtaking surroundings.

Locker Rooms:
Available for men and women, includes showers and 

lockers.

Honors Grill:
Whether it is before or after a challenging day on the 

course, visit the Honors Grill serving up your favorite 

American classics.  Dine inside in a friendly comfortable 

atmosphere or outside on the patio with breathtaking 

course views.  Open daily.

Golf Institute:
The Golf Institute at Gaylord Springs is one of the leading 

golf facilities in the country.  The Golf Institute offers year 

around golf instruction year around from one of our PGA 

professionals, professional club fitting and on site club 

repair all featuring the industries top technology including 

SwingLab, FlightScope Launch Monitoring System and the 

V-One Swing Analysis.
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Ladies:
White 5759 73.2/132
Red 5040 70.2/118
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Hole #1 • Par 5 
Championship Tees – 529 yards
Right from the get-go, the first hole provides the player 

with an eagle opportunity.  The opening fairway is wide 

and generous, even though it plays into a prevailing 

southerly breeze.  Be aware though of the Cumberland 

River on your left and out-of-bounds on your right.  At 529 

yards from the Championship tees, this par 5 is definitely 

reachable in two for the longer hitters.  

Hole #2 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 441 yards
The par 4 second hole is the first of two long par 4’s on 

the front and will play longer than the yardage indicates 

because of the breezes that come up from the Cumberland 

River.  The player must negotiate a fairway bunker on right 

side at 220 yards off the tee while avoiding the trees and 

the river on the left.  The second shot requires a high fade 

into the longest green on the front nine.  Steep grass 

bunkers guard the green to those who don’t correctly 

execute the approach.  Par is a good score.

Hole #3 • Par 3
Championship Tees – 160 yards
Number 3 is the shortest par 3 on the course, but don’t let 

that fool you.  Players missing the green here have a difficult 

challenge of making par.  The island green is surrounded 

by grass and sand bunkers.  A player’s aggressiveness to 

the pin will be determined by the daily pin placements.

Hole #4 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 392 yards
The 392 yard par is the signature hole at Gaylord Springs.  

The tee shot comes out of a narrow chute of trees to 

an angled fairway with a lake on your left.  Driver isn’t 

necessary to leave yourself a short iron to undulated green 

with water in front and to the right of the green.  Just 

behind the green sits the century-old springhouse from 

which the course derives its name.

Hole #5 • Par 4  
Championship Tees – 444 yards
The fifth is another long par 4 that demands precise play 

to score well.  The most difficult hole at Gaylord Springs, 

the player must decide which route to take off the tee.  A 

large lake bisects the hole creating a split fairway.  Playing 

safe out to the right will leave you a mid to long iron into 

a green that slopes from back to front.  Taking the gamble 

on hitting down the left fairway will leave you a short to 

mid iron shot into the green.  Take your par and move on.

Hole #6 • Par 5  
Championship Tees – 533 yards
Another birdie opportunity awaits at the par 5 sixth hole.  

This par 5, like the first hole is reachable in two, providing 

the pond on the right side of the fairway is successfully 

negotiated.  The green is guarded on the right side by a 

huge greenside bunker and with mounds on the left.  

There’s enough area in the front of the green to allow a 

player to take advantage of a good tee shot.
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Hole #7 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 455 yards
The par 4 seventh hole allows the player to absolutely go 

after his tee shot.  A straightaway fairway is receptive to 

long tee balls, just be careful of high mounds right and a 

deep fairway bunker on the left.  Depending on the tee 

shot, a mid iron will be needed to negotiate the approach 

into a well-bunkered green.  Anything long will be trapped 

by the mounds in the back.

Hole #8 • Par 3
Championship Tees – 179 yards
At the par 3 eighth hole, players will stand on the tee and 

look out at the most heavily-bunkered green on the front 

side.  Tee placement may command a tee shot over the 

water on the left side of the hole.  If the pin is on the back 

left portion of the green, be careful, this placement is not 

for the timid.

Hole #9 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 349 yards
The elevated tee at the 349-yard ninth hole gives the 

golfer an excellent view of this relatively short par 4.  The 

right side of the fairway is adorned with a 75-yard-long 

bunker awaiting stray tee shots.  The left side is protected 

by trees with wetlands just beyond them.  The green is 

well-guarded with sand bunkers on the left side and grass 

bunkers on the right.  Here, a player could finish his front 

nine with another birdie.

Hole #10 • Par 5
Championship Tees – 505 yards
The 10th is headed in the opposite direction from the par 

5 first hole and generally plays downwind, making the 

505 yard par 5 a possible eagle opportunity.  The green is 

open in front, allowing a long fairway approach to run up.  

Players attempting to reach the par 5 in two will have to 

be careful of the bunker which guards the left side of the 

green.

Hole #11 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 451 yards
The 451 yard, par 4 11th is the longest par 4 on the back 

nine.  The fairway bunker on the left directs the tee shot 

to fade slightly to the right.  A large pond comes into 

play on the approach from 155 yards out, as does a large 

greenside bunker on the left.  The long, narrow green is 

receptive to long-iron approaches, making birdie possible.  

Par is a good score here.

Hole #12 • Par 5
Championship Tees – 524 yards
The par 5 12th hole is the last of the par 5’s on the course.  

The landing area is squeezed between a lake on the left 

and a fairway bunker on the right, making an accurate tee 

shot a must.  The green is difficult to reach in two because 

the hole plays into the prevailing wind and the green is 

elevated.  It is a good idea to leave your ball below the hole 

for an uphill putt.
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Hole #13 • Par 3
Championship Tees – 184 yards
As one of the more picturesque holes on the course, the 

par 3 15th plays into limestone bluffs that provide the 

background to the large but shallow green.  A pond in 

front of the green and a bunker on the right side add more 

difficulty to this great hole.

Hole #14 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 335 yards
The 16th is a short par 4 that makes an accurate tee shot 

absolutely necessary.  The 335 yard dogleg right makes 

the player hit a high fade off the tee to set up a short iron 

into the elevated green.  The long green is well-bunkered 

with both sand and grass, making two pinpoint shots a 

good birdie opportunity.

Hole #15 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 392 yards
Another left-to-right tee shot is needed at the 392-yard 

par 4.  Players have to be careful not to overwork their tee 

ball because of the large lake on the right side of the hole.  

The approach shot should also be left-to-right into a green 

which is fronted by a large bunker.

Hole #16 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 317 yards
The 317 yard 13th hole is a roll of the dice for the longer 

hitters.  An accurate tee shot could roll onto the front of the 

green, but you must be careful of all the bunkering around 

the green.  The other option is laying up to the top shelf 

of the fairway about 100 yards out, having a short iron in.

Hole #17 • Par 3
Championship Tees – 210 yards
The longest par 3 on the course, the 14th hole is not an 

easy par.  Playing into the prevailing winds and with a huge 

bunker on the right side of the green, the long green with 

accept well-struck iron shots.  Just make par and move on.

Hole #18 • Par 4
Championship Tees – 442 yards
The 442 yard, par 4 18th is one of the best finishing holes in 

the state of Tennessee.  The tee box is elevated and peers 

down to a fairway which has water all the way down the 

right side and is narrowed by a cluster of bunkers on the 

left.  The second shot is a mid to long iron into an elevated 

green where distance and wind can be deceiving.  The 

green is protected by bunkers on the right side and large 

drop-offs on the left.
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The Golf Institute at Gaylord Springs is one of the leading technique and custom club fitting facilities in the country. 

Only a limited number of locations offer the golf technology available at Gaylord Springs. 

Our facility is equipped with the finest 
diagnostic equipment, including:
• V-One System to analyze a golfer’s swing

• Vector launch monitor to measure impact conditions

•  DBS force platform to analyze weight distribution  

during a swing

• On-site Master Club fitter 

• On-site club repair workshop 

• Two indoor hitting bays for year-round fitting and 

instruction, regardless of weather conditions. Its unique 

design offers the ability to hit balls directly onto the driving 

range, allowing the golfer and the instructor to see actual 

ball flight.

Our highly qualified and trained staff members are the 

perfect complement to this state-of-the-art facility.

Private Instructions
Our highly qualified and trained staff members are the 

perfect compliment to the state of the art facility.  Lessons 

are available by appointment only. 

Club Fitting, Repair and Modification
Allow our On-Site Master Club Fitter to adjust your clubs to 

maximize your game.  

Club Fitting
• Driver    

• Irons    

• Putter   

• Wedge    

• Ball    

• Tour Fit (all fitting services) 

Club Repair / Modification*

• Regripping / Reshafting

• Loft and Lie Adjustment 

• Shaft Adjustments  

• Wedge Custom Grinding

• Epoxy Head   

• Swing-Weighting Clubs

   

Call for 615-458-1721 for pricing.
* Modifications to pricing will occur when different shafts or grips are 
utilized that vary in price (i.e., Rifle, Project X, Graphite irons, etc.). 
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Brian Lackey   
Lead Golf Instructor

Brian Lackey, a native of Chattanooga, Tennessee, began his 

golf career at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 

where he played on the golf team and earned a BS degree 

in Sports Management, graduating in 1996.

Lackey began studying the golf swing in college and 

developed an unmatched passion for teaching the game 

of golf.  Currently giving more than 1,800 lessons a year 

and having taught more than 19,000 lessons in his career 

with players ranging from the elite tour player to the 

beginner, Lackey has matured in his knowledge of the 

golf swing.  He is also the co-developer of the Pendulum 

Putting Rod, which is currently used by more than 200 

touring professionals.  “I have been fortunate to work with 

some influential people through my short career and have 

enjoyed the opportunity to help others develop their 

game and each student reach their goal.  It has always been 

a priority for me to surround myself with great people at 

great facilities.”

Lackey has been teaching in the Middle Tennessee Chapter 

for more than seven years and has developed a demanding 

clientele. He was selected as the 2002 PGA Teacher of the 

Year in the Tri-Cities Chapter, 2008 PGA Middle Tennessee 

Teacher of the Year, 2008 PGA Tennessee Teacher of the 

Year and 2010 PGA Middle Tennessee Teacher of the Year.  

He is currently ranked seventh in Golf Digest’s Top Best 

Teachers of the State.

Brad Stevens
Assistant Golf Instructor

Brad Stevens joined the Gaylord Springs team in 2014 

bringing with him a wealth of knowledge and passion for 

the game of golf.  

A Nashville native, Brad graduated from Franklin Road 

Academy where he was a two-time All-State Golfer.  He 

received a golf scholarship to the University of Tennessee-

Martin where he earned All-Conference and Academic All-

Conference accolades.  

Working as a golf professional since 2012, Stevens has 

been very involved in developing junior golf programs and 

events in Middle Tennessee as well as helping golfers of 

all ages improve their game through lessons and custom 

club fitting.  
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James Paschal   
General Manager, Head Golf Professional

Paschal is a “Quarter Century” member of the Professional 

Golf Association of America, and his experiences as a 

Professional Golf Association (PGA) Tour golf professional 

took him around the world.  He competed on the PGA 

Tour and Asian PGA Tours from 1979 to 1983 and then 

on the Champions Tour from 2000 to 2002.  The list of 

career accomplishments for this Memphis, Tennessee 

native are astounding, spanning four decades, including 

being named as the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association (NCAA) All-American golf teams in 1970 and 

1971, Outstanding College Athletes of America in 1970, 

Tennessee Section PGA Champion and TGA Tennessee 

State Open Champion in 1978 and 1979, Georgia PGA 

Player of the Year in 1988 and Tennessee PGA Player of the 

Year in both 2000 and 2001.  

Paschal received his bachelor’s degree in psychology from 

Rhodes College in Memphis and in 2005, was inducted 

into his alma mater’s college sports hall of fame.  He cites 

his father as the biggest influence in his life and credits Pat 

Abbott, the head professional at the Memphis Country 

Club, and Dr. Cary Middlecoff, PGA Tour Hall of Fame 

member, for teaching him an incredible amount about 

this game he loves.

Harry Taylor    
Director of Operations, Head Golf Professional

At Gaylord Springs Golf Links, Harry brings his invaluable 

club design and fitting knowledge gained by working with 

his staff players such as Lee Trevino, Lanny Wadkins, Paul 

Azinger, Nick Faldo, Jeff Sluman, Bob Tway, Billy Andrade 

and Luke Donald. 

A native of Old Hickory, Tennessee, Harry is heralded as 

one of the premier golf club designers in the world. An 

University of Tennessee alum, Harry played the PGA Tour 

for more than 10 years, and developed a reputation as 

a superb golf designer. Teaming with Taylor Made Golf 

Company founder Gary Adams, he became the “Taylor” of 

Taylor Made.

Ten years later, Harry teamed with Mr. Adams in starting 

Founders Club Golf Company and served as the Senior 

Vice President, Golf Club Design and Player Promotion. 

Since 1993, he has served as Vice President, Golf Product 

Design and Development/Player Promotions with Mizuno 

USA. Harry is a Class A Member of the PGA of America and 

a current member of Golf Digest Magazine’s Equipment 

Panel and Technical Advisory Board.

Many legendary golf brands were developed under 

Harry’s guidance including the Taylor Made Burner Series, 

the Founder’s Club Product line, and the Mizuno T-ZOID, 

MP Series, MX Series and most recently, the MP 32 and MP 

60 “Cutmuscle” designs for Mizuno, USA.
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Daily Golf Clinic Experience

Includes:  Two hours of instruction, 18 holes of golf, lunch, beverages at The Golf Institute and logo golf cap. 

*Upgrade to include golf professionals in a “Playing Lesson” format.  Additional cost per golfer (minimum 4 golfers)  

All packages may be customized for the needs of the group. 

GAYLORD SPRINGS GOLF LINKS

VIP Golf Experience

8:30am Arrival at Gaylord Springs

9 – 11am Instruction on Full Swing and Short Game

11:15am – 12:15pm Lunch in the Honors Grill

12:30 – 5pm Golf at Gaylord Springs Golf Links*

5 – 6pm Relax in the Honors Grill
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